Abstract. Let L be the Lie algebra of a simple algebraic group defined over a field F and let H be a split maximal toral subalgebra of L. Then L has a Chevalley basis with respect to H. If char(F) = 2, 3, it is known how to find it. In this paper, we treat the remaining two characteristics. To this end, we present a few new methods, implemented in Magma, which vary from the computation of centralisers of one root space in another to the computation of a specific part of the Lie algebra of derivations of L.
1. Introduction 1.1. The main result. For computational problems regarding a split reductive algebraic group G defined over a field F, it is often useful to calculate within its Lie algebra L over F. For instance, the conjugacy question for two split maximal tori in G can often be translated to a conjugacy question for two split Cartan subalgebras of L. Here, a Cartan subalgebra H of L is understood to be a maximal toral subalgebra, that is, it is commutative, left multiplication by each of its elements is semisimple (i.e., has a diagonal form with respect to a suitable basis over a large enough extension field of F), and it is maximal (with respect to inclusion) among subalgebras of L with these properties; it is called split (or F-split ) if left multiplication by h, denoted ad h , has a diagonal form with respect to a suitable basis over F for every h ∈ H. Such a Cartan subalgebra is the Lie algebra of a split maximal torus in G.
The conjugacy question mentioned above can be answered by finding Chevalley bases with respect to each split Cartan subalgebra, so the transformation from one basis to the other is an automorphism of L, and subsequently adjusting the automorphism with the normalizer of one Cartan subalgebra so as to obtain an element of G. In this light, it is of importance to have an algorithm finding a Chevalley basis (see Section 1.3 for a precise definition). Such algorithms have been discussed for the case where the characteristic of the underlying field is distinct from 2 and from 3. However, the latter two characteristics are the most important ones for finite simple groups arising from algebraic groups, so there is a need for dealing with these special cases as well. This is taken care of by the following theorem, which is the main result of this paper. Theorem 1. Let L be the Lie algebra of a split simple algebraic group of rank n defined over an effective field F. Suppose that H is an F-split Cartan subalgebra of L. If L is given by means of a multiplication table with respect to an F-basis of L and H is given by means of a spanning set, then there is a Las Vegas algorithm that finds a Chevalley basis of L with respect to H. If F = F q , this algorithm needs O ∼ (n 10 log(q) 4 ) elementary operations.
Here O ∼ (N ) means O(N (log(N )) c ) for some constant c. Recall (e.g., from [17, Introduction] ) that arithmetic operations in F are understood to be addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and equality testing. If F is the field F q of size q, these all take O ∼ (log(q)) elementary operations. Performing standard linear algebra arithmetic, that is, operations on matrices of size m, like multiplication, determinant, and kernel (solving linear equations), takes O(m 3 ) arithmetic operations.
Better estimates than those of the theorem are conceivable, for instance because better bounds on matrix multiplication exist. However, our primary goal was to establish that the algorithm is polynomial in n log(q). Moreover, in comparison to the dimension O(n 2 ) of L or the estimate O(n 6 ) for arithmetic operations needed for multiplying two elements of L, the high exponent of n in the timing looks more reasonable than may seem at first sight.
The proof of Theorem 1 rests on Algorithm 1, which is really an outline of an algorithm further specified in the course of the paper. The algorithm is implemented in Magma [3] . We intend to make the implementation public as a Magma package once the code has been cleaned up.
The algorithm is mostly deterministic. However, in some instances where F is of characteristic 2 (such as Method [B 2 sc ] and the case where L is of type D 4 ; see Sections 3.3, 3.5, and 3.6) we use the Meat-axe (cf. [11, 12] ) for finding a particular submodule of a given module. For finite fields, the Meat-axe algorithm is analysed in [15] and [11, Section 2] : irreducible submodules of a finite L-module of dimension m over F q can be found in Las Vegas time O ∼ (m 3 log(q)) (in Section 1.6 below it is explained why this result can be applied to Lie algebras). For infinite fields, Meat-axe procedures are known; however, we know of no proof of polynomiality in the literature.
Algorithm 1 assumes that besides L and H the root datum R of the underlying group is known (see Section 1.2). However, in Section 5 we show that this root datum can be determined by running the algorithm a small number of times.
Thanks to the characterization of Lie algebras of split reductive algebraic groups described in Theorem 2 below, we can view the Lie algebras in Theorem 1 as Chevalley Lie algebras, which are defined below.
Our treatment of Lie algebras and the corresponding algebraic groups rests on the theory developed mainly by Chevalley and available in the excellent books by Borel [1] , Humphreys [13] , and Springer [18] . Our computational set-up is as in [7] .
1.2. Root Data. Split reductive algebraic groups are determined by their fields of definition and their root data. The latter is of importance to the corresponding Lie algebra and will therefore be discussed first. Throughout this paper we let R = (X, Φ, Y, Φ ∨ ) be a root datum of rank n as defined in [7] . This means X and Y are dual free Z-modules of dimension n with a bilinear pairing ·, · : X × Y → Z; furthermore, Φ is a finite subset of X and Φ ∨ a finite subset of Y , called the roots and coroots, respectively, and there is a one-to-one correspondence
∨ α is a reflection on X leaving Φ invariant and W = s α | α ∈ Φ is a Coxeter group. Similarly, s ∨ α : y → y − α, y α ∨ is a reflection on Y leaving Φ ∨ invariant and the group generated by all these is isomorphic to W . In particular there are α 1 , . . . , α l ∈ Φ, linearly independent in X ⊗ Q, such that Φ = Φ +∪ Φ − , where Φ + = Φ ∩ (Nα 1 + · · · + Nα l ) and Φ − = −Φ + . The roots α 1 , . . . , α l and the coroots α The pair (W, S), where S = {s α1 , . . . , s α l }, is a Coxeter system. The Cartan matrix C of R is the l × l matrix whose (i, j) entry is α i , α ∨ j . The matrix C is related to the Coxeter type of (W, S) as follows: s αi s αj has order m ij where
The Coxeter matrix is (m ij ) 1≤i,j≤l and the Coxeter diagram is a graph-theoretic representation thereof: it is a graph with vertex set {1, . . . , l} whose edges are the pairs {i, j} with m ij > 2; such an edge is labeled m ij . The Cartan matrix C determines the Dynkin diagram (and vice versa). For, the Dynkin diagram is the Coxeter diagram with the following extra information about root lengths:
if and only if the Coxeter diagram edge {i, j} (labelled m ij ) is replaced by the directed edge (i, j) in the Dynkin diagram (so that the arrow head serves as a mnemonic for the inequality sign indicating that the root length of α i is larger than the root length of α j ).
A root datum is called irreducible if its Coxeter diagram is connected. A root datum is called semisimple if its rank is equal to its semisimple rank. Each semisimple root datum can be decomposed uniquely into irreducible root data. The Dynkin diagrams of irreducible root systems are well known, and described in Cartan's notation A n (n ≥ 1), B n (n ≥ 2), C n (n ≥ 3), D n (n ≥ 4), E n (n ∈ {6, 7, 8}), F 4 , G 2 . The nodes are usually labeled as in [2] .
For computations, we fix X = Y = Z n and set x, y = xy ⊤ , which is an element of Z since x and y are row vectors. Now take A to be the integral l × n matrix containing the simple roots as row vectors; this matrix is called the root matrix of R. Similarly, let B be the l × n matrix containing the simple coroots; this matrix is called the coroot matrix of R. Then C = AB ⊤ and ZΦ = ZA and ZΦ ∨ = ZB. For α ∈ Φ we define c α to be the Z-valued size l row vector satisfying α = c α A. In the greater part of this paper, including Theorems 1 and 2, we will let G be a simple group, so l = n.
1.3. Chevalley Lie Algebras. Given a root datum R we consider the free Zmodule
where the X α are formal basis elements. The rank of L Z (R) is n + |Φ|. We denote by [ 
For α, β ∈ Φ, α = ±β :
The N α,β are integral structure constants chosen to be ±(p α,β + 1), where p α,β is the biggest number such that α − p α,β β is a root and the signs are chosen (once and for all) so as to satisfy the Jacobi identity. It is easily verified that N α,β = −N −α,−β and it is a well-known result (see for example [4] ) that such a product exists. L Z (R) is called a Chevalley Lie algebra. A basis of L Z (R) that consists of a basis of Y and the formal elements X α and satisfies (CBZ1)-(CBZ4) is called a Chevalley basis of the Lie algebra L Z (R) with respect to the split Cartan subalgebra Y and the root datum R. If no confusion is imminent we just call this a Chevalley basis of L Z (R).
For the remainder of this section, we let L Z (R) be a Chevalley Lie algebra with root datum R, we fix X = Y = Z n , a basis of row vectors e 1 , . . . , e n of X, and a basis of row vectors f 1 , . . . , f n of Y dual to e 1 , . . . , e n with respect to the pairing ·, · . Moreover, we let F be a field, we set h i = y i ⊗ 1, i = 1, . . . , n, and H = Y ⊗ F. Now tensoring L Z (R) with F yields a Lie algebra denoted L F (R) over F, and the integral Chevalley basis relations (CBZ1)-(CBZ4) can be rephrased as:
A Lie algebra is called split if it has a split Cartan subalgebra. The Cartan subalgebra H of each Chevalley Lie algebra L F (R) is split. The image of a Chevalley basis with respect to Y and R in L F (R) is called a Chevalley basis of L with respect to H and R. The interest in Chevalley Lie algebras comes from the following result.
Theorem 2 (Chevalley [5] ). Suppose that L is the Lie algebra of a split simple algebraic group G over F with root datum R = (X, Φ, Y, Φ ∨ ), and that H is a split Cartan subalgebra of L. Then L ∼ = L F (R) and so it has a Chevalley basis with respect to H and R. Furthermore, any two split Cartan subalgebras of L are conjugate under G. Finally, if G is simple then R is irreducible.
In light of this theorem, for the proof of Theorem 1, it suffices to deal with Chevalley Lie algebras corresponding to an irreducible root datum.
1.4. Some difficulties. So we will deal with the construction of a Chevalley basis for a Chevalley Lie algebra L over a field F, given only a split Cartan subalgebra H. Algorithms for finding such an H have been constructed by the first author and Murray [6] and, independently, Ryba [16] . These algorithms work for char(F) distinct from 2 and 3, and partly for char(F) = 3. The first algorithm has been implemented in the Magma computer algebra system [3] . For now, we assume that we are also given the appropriate irreducible root datum R, but in Section 5 we argue that R can be found from L and H without much effort. The output of our algorithm is an ordered basis {X α , h i | α ∈ Φ, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} of L F (based on some ordering of the elements of Φ) satisfying (CB1)-(CB4).
For fields of characteristic distinct from 2, 3, an algorithm for finding Chevalley bases given split Cartan subalgebras has been implemented in several computer algebra systems, for example Magma [3] and GAP [8] . For details, see for example [9, Section 5.11 ]; the algorithm CanonicalGenerators described there produces a Chevalley basis only up to scalars. The scaling, however, can be accomplished by straightforwardly solving linear equations.
If, however, we consider Lie algebras of simple algebraic groups over a field F of characteristic 2 or 3, the current algorithms break down in several places. Firstly, the root spaces (joint eigenspaces) of the split Cartan subalgebra H acting on L are no longer necessarily one-dimensional. This means that we will have to take extra measures in order to identify which vectors in these root spaces are root elements. This problem will be dealt with in Section 3. Secondly, we can no longer always use root chains to compute Cartan integers α, β ∨ , which are the most important piece of information for the root identification algorithm in the general case. We will deal with this problem in Section 4. Thirdly, when computing the Chevalley basis elements for non-simple roots, we cannot always obtain X α+β from (CB4) by
as N α,β may be a multiple of char(F). This problem, however, is easily dealt with by using a different order of the roots, so we will not discuss this any further.
1.5. Roots. Let p be zero or a prime and suppose for the remainder of this section that F is a field of characteristic p. We fix a root datum R = (X, Φ, Y, Φ ∨ ) and write L = L F (R). We define roots and their multiplicities in L as follows. A root of H on L is the function
for some α ∈ Φ; here α, y i is interpreted in Z (if p = 0) or Z/pZ (if p = 0). Note that this implies that α, h := α(h) for h ∈ H is completely determined by the values α, y i , i = 1, . . . , n. We write Φ(L, H) for the set of roots of H on L.
For α ∈ Φ(L, H) we define the root space corresponding to α to be
Ker(ad hi −α(h i )).
If α = 0 for all α ∈ Φ then L is a direct sum of H and its root spaces {L α | α ∈ Φ}. If on the other hand there exists an
Given a root α, we define the multiplicity of α in L to be the number of β ∈ Φ such that α = β.
If each root has multiplicity 1, there is a bijection between Φ and Φ. Our first order of business is to decide in which cases higher multiplicities occur. Observe that α = 0 if and only if −α = 0 so the multiplicity of the 0-root space is never 1. If char(F) = 2, then all nonzero multiplicities are at least 2 as α and −α coincide. Steinberg [19, Sections 5.1, 7.4 ] studied part of the classification of Chevalley Lie algebras L for which higher multiplicities occur (the simply connected case with Dynkin type A n , D n , E 6,7,8 if char(F) = 2) in a search for all Lie algebras L with Aut(L/Z(L)) strictly larger than G. In Section 2 of this paper we prove the following proposition, which generalizes Steinberg's result to arbitrary root data. As the multiplicity of a root of H on the Lie algebra L of a central product of split reductive linear algebraic groups is equal to the minimum over all multiplicities of
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Algorithm 1. Finding a Chevalley Basis
its restrictions to summands of the corresponding central sum decomposition of L, the study of multiplicities of roots can easily be reduced to the case where G is simple.
Proposition 3. Let L be the Lie algebra of a split simple algebraic group over a field F of characteristic p with root datum R. Then the multiplicities of the roots in Φ are either all 1 or as indicated in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , the Dynkin type R of L and the characteristic p of F are indicated by R(p) in the first column. Further details regarding the table (such as the isogeny type of R appearing as a superscript on R(p)) are explained in the beginning of Section 2. This description uniquely determines the root datum R and hence the corresponding connected algebraic group G up to isomorphism; see [18, Chapter 9 ].
Computing ideals of Lie algebras.
Finding an ideal I of a given Lie algebra L is equivalent to finding the submodule I of the A-module L, where A is the associative subalgebra of End(L) generated by all ad x for x running over a basis of L. Hence, such an ideal I can be found by application of the Meat-axe algorithm to the A-module L. We will apply the Meat-axe only to modules of bounded dimension, so that the factor n 6 resulting from the occurrence of dim(L) 3 in the above-mentioned estimate for the Meat-axe running time when F = F q plays no role in the asymptotic timing analysis.
1.7. Algorithm 1. In the remainder of this section we give a brief overview of the inner workings of Algorithm 1. It is assumed that L is isomorphic to L F (R). The FindRootSpaces algorithm consists of simultaneous diagonalization of L with respect to ad h1 , . . . , ad hn , where {h 1 , . . . , h n } is a basis of H. Its output is a basis E of H-eigenvectors of L and the set Φ of roots of H on L. This is feasible over F because the elements are semisimple and H is split. As dim(L) = O(n 2 ), these operations need time O ∼ (n 6 log(q)) for each basis element of H, so the total cost is O ∼ (n 7 log(q)) elementary operations. The algorithm called FindFrame is more involved, and solves the difficulties mentioned in Section 1.4 by various methods. The output X is a Chevalley frame, that is, a set of the form {FX α | α ∈ Φ}, where X α (α ∈ Φ) belong to a Chevalley basis of L with respect to H and R. If all multiplicities are 1 then FindFrame is
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all remaining(2) 2 Table 1 and explained in Section 3. In IdentifyRoots we compute Cartan integers and use these to make the identification ι between the root system Φ of R and the Chevalley frame X computed previously. This identification is again made on a case-by-case basis depending on the root datum R. See Section 4 for details.
The algorithm ends with ScaleToBasis where the vectors X α (α ∈ Φ) belonging to members of the Chevalley frame X are picked in such a way that X 0 = (X α ) α∈Φ is part of a Chevalley basis with respect to H and R, and a suitable basis H 0 = {h 1 , . . . , h n } of H is computed, so that they satisfy the Chevalley basis multiplication rules. This step involves the solving of several systems of linear equations, similar to the procedure explained in [6] , which takes time O ∼ (n 8 log(q)). Finally, in Section 5, we finish the proof of Theorem 1 and discuss some further problems for which our algorithm may be of use.
Multidimensional root spaces
In this section we prove Proposition 3, but first we explain the notation in Table  1 . As already mentioned, the first column contains the root datum R specified by means of the Dynkin type with a superscript for the isogeny type, as well as (between parentheses) the characteristic p. A root datum of type A 3 can have any of three isogeny types: adjoint, simply connected, or an intermediate one, corresponding to the subgroup of order 1, 4, and 2 of its fundamental group Z/4Z, respectively. We denote the intermediate type by A (2) 3 . For computations we fix root and coroot matrices for each isomorphism class of root data, as indicated at the end of Section 1.2. For A 3 , for example, the Cartan matrix is
As always, for the adjoint isogeny type A 3 ad the root matrix A is equal to the identity matrix I and the coroot matrix B is equal to C. Similarly, for A 3 sc we have A = C and B = I. For the intermediate case A n . The multiplicities appear in the second column under Mults. Those shown in bold correspond to the root 0. For instance, for B 2 sc (2) we have dim(C L (H)) = 6, so the multiplicity equals 6 − 2 = 4.
The third column, with header Soln, indicates the method chosen by our algorithm. Further details appear later, in Section 3.
Assume the setting of Proposition 3. By Theorem 2 there is an irreducible root datum
. Also, all split Cartan subalgebras H of L are conjugate under G, so the multiplicities of L F (R) do not depend on the choice of H. For the proof of the proposition, there is no harm in identifying L with L F (R) and H with the Lie algebra of a fixed split maximal torus of G.
As all multiplicities are known to be 1 if char(F) = 0, we will assume that p := char(F) is a prime. We will write ≡ for equality mod p (to prevent confusion we will sometimes add: mod p). We begin with two lemmas.
Lemma 5. Let R 1 , R 2 be irreducible root data of the same rank and with the same Cartan matrix C and denote their root matrices by A 1 and A 2 , respectively.
Proof. (i). Without loss of generality, we identify the ambient lattices X and Y with Z n and choose the same bilinear pairing (as in Section 1.2) for each of the two root data R 1 and R 2 . The condition that det(A 2 ) strictly divides det(A 1 ) then implies that the columns of A 1 belong to the lattice spanned by the columns of A 2 .
proving the lemma in view of Lemma 4.
(ii). As det(C) ≡ 0, the determinants of the coroot matrices B 1 and B 2 are nonzero modulo p, and
A typical case where part (i) of this lemma can be applied is when the adjoint and simply connected case have the same multiplicities, for then every intermediate type will have those multiplicities as well. It immediately follows from Lemma 5 that the root space dimensions are biggest in the simply connected case, and least in the adjoint case. Thus considering root data of the adjoint and simply connected isogeny types often suffices to understand the intermediate cases. Part (ii) indicates that in many cases even one isogeny type will do.
The proof of Proposition 3 follows a division of cases according to the different Dynkin types of the root datum R. For each type, we need to determine when distinct roots α, β exist in Φ such that α = β. By Lemma 5(ii), there are deviations from the adjoint case only if p divides det(C).
As W embeds in N G (H)/T , and acts equivariantly on Φ and Φ = Φ(L, H), the multiplicity of a root α ∈ Φ only depends on the W -orbit of α ∈ Φ. By transitivity of the Weyl group on roots of the same length in Φ, it suffices to consider only α = α 1 in the cases where all roots in Φ have the same length (A n , D n , E 6,7,8 ) and α = α 1 or α n if there are multiple root lengths (B n , C n , F 4 , G 2 ).
In the adjoint cases, the simple roots α 1 , . . . , α n are the standard basis vectors e 1 , . . . , e n , since then the root matrix A and the coroot matrix B are I and C ⊤ , respectively. Similarly, in the simply connected cases, the simple roots α 1 , . . . , α n are the rows of the Cartan matrix C, since then A = C and B = I. We write c = c β so β = cA and either all c i ∈ N or all c i ∈ −N.
We give the proofs of the cases where R is of type A n , B n , or G 2 . The other cases are proved in a similar way. For V a linear subspace of L and x ∈ L, we write C V (x) for the null space of ad x on V , i.e.,
2.1. A n (n ≥ 1). The root datum of type A n has Cartan matrix
, and the roots are
where {α 1 , . . . , α n } are the simple roots, thus giving a total of 2 · 1 2 n(n + 1) roots. For the adjoint case, suppose α 1 = β. Observe that all c i ∈ {0, ±1}. Since A = I, we must have c 1 ≡ 1 and c j ≡ 0 (j = 2, . . . , n), which implies either p = 2, c 1 = 1, and c 2 = · · · = c n = 0, or p = 2, c 1 = ±1, and c 2 = · · · = c n = 0. Since we assumed β = α 1 we find p = 2 and β = −α 1 , giving n 2 +n 2 root spaces of dimension 2.
In the simply connected case the simple roots are equal to the rows of C, so that α 1 = β implies 2c 1 − c 2 ≡ 2, −c 1 + 2c 2 − c 3 ≡ −1, −c j−2 + 2c j−1 − c j ≡ 0 for j = 4, . . . , n, and −c n−1 + 2c n ≡ 0.
We distinguish three possibilities: c 1 = 1, c 1 = 0, and c 1 = −1. If c 1 = 1, then c 2 ≡ 0, so c 2 = 0. As c 1 α 1 +· · ·+c n α n must be a root, this implies c 3 = · · · = c n = 0, forcing β = α 1 , a contradiction.
If c 1 = 0, then −c 2 ≡ 2, so that either p = 2 and c 2 = 0, or p = 3 and c 2 = 1. In the first case, we find c 3 ≡ 1, giving a contradiction if n ≥ 5 (because then
We next determine the multiplicities in the two cases found to occur for A n sc . For n = 3 and p = 2 we have
This gives α 1 = α 3 , as well as α 1 + α 2 = α 2 + α 3 and α 2 = α 1 + α 2 + α 3 , accounting for 3 root spaces of dimension 4.
For n = 2 and p = 3 we have
which implies α 1 = α 2 and α 1 = −(α 1 + α 2 ). Similarly, −α 1 = −α 2 = α 1 + α 2 , giving 2 root spaces of dimension 3.
For the intermediate cases observe that by Lemma 5(i) we need only consider (n, p) = (2, 3) and (3, 2) . But the former case has no intermediate isogeny types, and the latter case is readily checked to be as stated. This finishes the proof for the A n case.
2.2. B n (n ≥ 2). The root datum of type B n has Cartan matrix
, and the roots are ±(α j + · · · + α l ), j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, l ∈ {j, . . . , n}, ±(α j + · · · + α l−1 + 2α l + · · · + 2α n ), j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, l ∈ {j + 1, . . . , n}, giving a total of 2 · In the adjoint case, for the short roots, suppose α n = β, so c n ≡ 1 and c 1 ≡ · · · ≡ c n−1 ≡ 0. This yields three possibilities for c n : If c n = −2, then p = 3, implying c n−1 is either 0 or −3, neither of which give rise to roots. If c n = −1, then p = 2; now either c n−1 = 0 (yielding β = −α n ), or c n−1 = −2 (not giving any roots). If c n = 1 we must have c n−1 = · · · = c 1 = 0, giving the contradiction β = α n . This shows that p = 2 and all multiplicities are 2.
In the simply connected case we have A = C. We will first consider n ≥ 5, and then treat n = 2, 3, 4 separately. By Lemma 5(ii), we may assume p = 2.
For
For the short roots, suppose α n = β, so c 2 ≡ 0, c j−2 + c j ≡ 0 (j = 3, . . . , n − 1), and c n−2 + c n ≡
≡ · · · ≡ c n−1 ≡ 0, so c n ≡ 1 and we find β = −α n . Hence, for n ≥ 5, the multiplicities of β for β a short root are 2.
If n = 2 then
If α 1 = β we have c 2 ≡ 0. Since −2 ≤ c 2 ≤ 2 we must have either c 2 = 0 (hence β = −α 1 ), or c 2 = ±2 (hence c 1 = ±1), giving β = ±α 1 or β = ±(α 1 + 2α 2 ). If on the other hand α 2 = β we find c 2 ≡ 1 hence β = ±α 2 or β = ±(α 1 + α 2 ). This shows that B 2 sc has 2 root spaces of dimension 4 if p = 2.
If n = 3 then
From a straightforward case distinction on the roots of B 3 and the fact that α 1 = α 3 we immediately see that α 1 = α 3 = α 1 + 2α 2 + 2α 3 , α 2 = α 1 + α 2 + α 3 = α 2 + 2α 3 , and α 1 + α 2 = α 2 + α 3 = α 1 + α 2 + 2α 3 . This gives the 3 required root spaces of dimension 6.
If n = 4 then
From a straightforward case distinction on the roots of B 4 and the fact that α 1 = α 3 , we find α 1 = α 3 = α 3 + 2α 4 = α 1 + 2α 2 + 2α 3 + 2α 4 , as well as α 2 = α 1 + α 2 + α 3 = α 1 + α 2 + α 3 + 2α 4 = α 2 + 2α 3 + 2α 4 and α 1 + α 2 = α 2 + α 3 = α 2 + 2α 3 + 2α 4 = α 1 + α 2 + 2α 3 + 2α 4 . The remaining 32 − 24 = 8 roots (±(α j + · · · + α n ), j = 1, . . . , 4) are in 2-dimensional spaces, giving 2 4 , 8 3 , as required.
G 2 . The root datum of type G 2 has Cartan matrix
and the roots are ±α 1 , ±(α 1 + α 2 ), ±(2α 1 + α 2 ), (6 short roots) ±α 2 , ±(3α 1 + α 2 ), ±(3α 1 + 2α 2 ), (6 long roots) giving a total of 12 roots. As det(C) = 1, we take A = I. All components of c are in {−3, . . . , 3}, so all components of the differences α 1 − β and α 2 − β are in {−4, . . . , 4}. Hence, if multidimensional root spaces occur, we must have p ≤ 3.
If p = 3 we see 3α 1 + α 2 = α 2 = −(3α 1 + 2α 2 ) and −(3α 1 + α 2 ) = −α 2 = 3α 1 + 2α 2 , and the remaining 6 roots all have distinct root spaces.
If p = 2 we find α 1 + α 2 = 3α 1 + α 2 , α 1 = 3α 1 + 2α 2 and α 2 = 2α 1 + α 2 , giving 3 root spaces of dimension 4.
This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.
Finding Frames
Let L be a Chevalley Lie algebra over F with root datum R, a fixed split Cartan subalgebra H, and given decomposition E into root spaces with respect to the set Φ = Φ(L, H) of roots of H on L. In this section we discuss the procedure of Algorithm 1 referred to as FindFrame. It determines the set X = {FX α | α ∈ Φ}, i.e., the one-dimensional root spaces with respect to Φ, to which we refer as the Chevalley frame. Note that we do not yet identify the root spaces: finding a suitable bijection between Φ and the Chevalley frame X is discussed in the next section. We set p = char(F).
We require that R be given, since we execute different algorithms depending on R, for example B 2 ad needs [C] whereas B 2 sc needs [B 2 sc ]. For p = 2, we use the procedure described in Section 3.1 to find the frame once we have computed all spaces FX α + FX −α for α ∈ Φ. To this algorithm we will refer as [A 2 ]. As an auxiliary result, this procedure stores the unordered pairs {{α, −α} | α ∈ Φ + }, to be used in the IdentifyRoots procedure discussed in Section 4 (notably, the proof of Lemma 9).
The general method in characteristic 2 is to reduce the root spaces of dimension greater than 2 to such 2-dimensional spaces, and apply [A 2 ]. For this purpose, and for the two cases of characteristic 3, we distinguish three general methods:
An example of this method is given in Section 3.2.
• [Der]: Compute the Lie algebra Der(L) of derivations of L, and calculate in there. This is a useful approach if Der(L) is strictly larger than L, for then we can often extend H to a larger split Cartan subalgebra, so we find new semisimple elements acting on the root spaces. Examples of this method are given in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
sc ]: The case where R(p) = B 2 sc (2) is slightly more involved than the other cases because α = 0 for some α ∈ Φ. We use the Meat-axe to split the action of the long roots on the short roots. Examples of this method are given in Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
The method chosen depends on the root datum R and the characteristic p, as indicated in the third column of Table 1. 3.1. A 2 in characteristic 2. First, we consider the Lie algebras L with R(p) = A 2 (2), as this procedure is used inside various other cases. The isogeny type of the root datum is of no importance here. For clarity, we write α, β for the two simple roots of the root system of type A 2 .
As indicated in Table 1 , we have 3 root spaces of dimension 2. They correspond to X γ , X −γ F for γ ∈ {α, β, α + β}. Without loss of generality we consider L α = X α , X −α F and L β = X β , X −β F . Observe that the squared adjoint action ad 
which is nonzero since N −α,α+β and N α,β are both equal to 1 modulo 2.
Recall that we are given L α and L β . Fix a basis r 1 , r 2 of L α and consider the element x = r 1 + tr 2 , where t ∈ F. It follows from the above observations that ad 2 x (L β ) = 0 if and only if x is a scalar multiple of X α or X −α , so in order to find the frame elements among the Fx for t ∈ F we have to solve
for every y ∈ L β in the unknown t. We know there is a solution as H is split. Solving this system is equivalent to solving a system of 2 · 3 = 6 quadratic equations in t (note that the [r i , [r j , y]] are in L β L , which is at most 3-dimensional). If F = F q , solving such a quadratic equation is equivalent to solving log(q) equations in log(q) variables over F 2 (as p = 2 is fixed), requiring O ∼ (log(q) 3 ) arithmetic operations, or O ∼ (log(q) 4 ) elementary operations. For more general Lie algebras L, the solutions for Lie subalgebras of type A 2 normalized by H will be part of a Chevalley frame. These parts can be found inside any two-dimensional root space V ∈ E provided there is at least one other two-dimensional root space V ′ ∈ E such that V, V ′ L is of type A 2 . So, if all root spaces in E are 2-dimensional and F = F q , this method needs O(n 2 ) root spaces V to be analysed (at a cost of O ∼ (n 8 log(q) 4 ) each), so that X will be found in O ∼ (n 10 log(q) 4 ) elementary operations.
3.2. G 2 in characteristic 3. Secondly, we consider the Lie algebra L = L F (G 2 ) of the root datum of type G 2 over a field F of characteristic 3. By Proposition 3 there are 8 root spaces. It is readily verified that dim(L α ) = 1 if α is a short root and dim(L α ) = 3 if α is a long root of Φ. In particular, the short root spaces belong to X and it remains to split the two long root spaces. Consider one of the two three-dimensional root spaces in E, say V = FX α2 + FX 3α1+α2 +FX −3α1−2α2 . The left multiplications on V by the short roots are easily obtained from (CB1)-(CB4); these are given in Table 2 .
Although we have not yet identified the roots, we can identify the three pairs of one-dimensional root spaces {FX α , FX −α }, for α ∈ Φ short, since L −α is the Table  2 it follows that we can obtain the triple FX β (β ∈ {α 2 , 3α 1 + α 2 , −3α 1 + 2α 2 }) as follows:
For the other three-dimensional space, the same approach is used. This completes the search for the Chevalley frame X . The three intermediate root data all give rise to the same Lie algebra up to isomorphism (by triality), so we will restrict ourselves to the study of L ad , L sc , and L (1) . It is straightforward to verify that L ad has a 26-dimensional ideal I ad , linearly spanned by X α (α ∈ Φ), (α Similarly, L sc has a 2-dimensional ideal I (spanned by (α
(1) has a 1-dimensional ideal I (spanned by α 4 ⊗ 1), and a 27-dimensional ideal I ′ (spanned by α 4 ⊗ 1 and X α , α ∈ Φ). We let I (a) = I ′ /I. Again, the 26-dimensional ideal is easily found by means of the Meat-axe.
Thus we have constructed three 26-dimensional Lie algebras: I ad , I sc , and I (a) . By results of Chevalley (cf. [14, Part 2, Cor. 2.7]) they are isomorphic, so from now on we let I be one of these 26-dimensional Lie algebras. The Lie algebra I is simple. Its derivation algebra Der(I) is a Lie algebra of type F 4 , and thus has 12 two-dimensional root spaces and 3 eight-dimensional root spaces.
Using a procedure similar to the one for G 2 over characteristic 3 described in Section 3.2, we can break up the eight-dimensional spaces of E into two-dimensional spaces, giving us 24 two-dimensional spaces. These two-dimensional spaces may then be broken up into one-dimensional spaces by the procedure [A 2 ]. The last step in the process is "pulling back" the relevant one-dimensional spaces from Der(I) to I. But this is straightforward, since I is an ideal of Der(I) by construction. sc over a field F of characteristic 2 with split Cartan subalgebra H = Fh 1 + Fh 2 . This is a particularly difficult case, as the automorphism group of L is quite big:
, where G is the Chevalley group of adjoint type B 2 over F and F + refers to the additive group of F. As a consequence, there is more choice in finding the frame than in the previous cases.
To begin, we take L 0 to be the (0, 0)-root space of H on L, and L 1 to be the (1, 0)-root space of H on L. It is easily verified that L 0 = H, X ±α1 , X ±(α1+2α2) F (that is, the linear span of H and the long root elements) and L 1 = X ±α2 , X ±(α1+α2) F (the linear span of the short root elements). We proceed in three steps.
The subalgebra L 0 has Dynkin type A 1 ⊕ A 1 . We may split it (nonuniquely) into two subalgebras of type A 1 using a direct sum decomposition procedure. This is a procedure that can be carried out with standard linear algebra arithmetic for a fixed dimension (6, in this case); see e.g., [9, Section 1.15].
[B 2 sc .2]. Let A be one of these subalgebras of L 0 of type A 1 . Assume for the sake of reasoning that A = X ±α1 L , the Lie subalgebra of L generated by X α1 and
we may view L 1 as a four-dimensional A-module, and hence apply the Meat-axe [11, 12] to find a proper irreducible A-submodule M of L 1 . This will be a submodule of the form
We take b 1 , b 2 to be a basis of M , and add C A (b 2 ) and C A (b 1 ) to X . These two spaces are indeed one-dimensional and coincide with the original FX ±α1 if b 1 ∈ F(t 1 X α2 + t 2 X −α1−α2 ) and b 2 ∈ F(t 1 X α1+α2 + t 2 X −α2 ). This exhibits part of the freedom of choice induced by the factor (F + ) 4 in Aut(L). We repeat this procedure for both subalgebras of type A 1 found in the first step. The result is the part of the Chevalley frame X inside L 0 . In fact, due to our method, we can make an identification of the long roots ±α 1 , ±(α 1 + 2α 2 ) with the four elements of X found. In what follows we will work with such a choice so that we have the elements FX α1 , FX −α1 , FX α1+2α2 , FX −α1−2α2 in X as well as the correspondence with the roots in Φ suggested by the subscripts.
[B 2 sc .3]. We find the part of X inside L 1 as follows. FX α1+α2 coincides with C L1 (FX α1 , FX α1+2α2 ) . Having computed this element of X , we finish by taking
This completes the search for X in the case B 2 sc (2) and establishes that its running time is O ∼ (log(q)).
3.6. C n sc in characteristic 2. We consider the Chevalley Lie algebra L of type C n sc over a field F of characteristic 2. Here n ≥ 3, so that the multiplicity of 0 is strictly larger than 4. Let h z be a basis of the 1-dimensional centre of L, inside the split Cartan subalgebra H of L. This case is a generalisation of the B 2 sc case described in Section 3.5. We again take L 0 to be the 0-root space of H on L, so that L 0 is 3n-dimensional and consists of H and the root spaces corresponding to the long roots. Similar to the previous case, L 0 ∼ = A 1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ A 1 (n constituents), and again the decomposition is not unique. We describe how to find such a decomposition.
We let F be the set of n 2 four-dimensional root spaces (cf. Table 1 ). In the root system of type C n each of these corresponds to the four roots ±ǫ i ± ǫ j for some i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} with i = j. Our first task is to split L 0 into subalgebras of type A 1 in a way compatible with F . To this end, we let Γ be the graph with vertex set F , and edges f ∼ g whenever f = g and [f, g] = 0.
Let ∆ be a maximal coclique of Γ of size n − 1, so that ∆ consists of n − 1 elements of F such that [f, g] = 0 for all f, g ∈ ∆. This means that, for a particular i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the set ∆ ⊆ F corresponds to those four-spaces in F that arise from the roots ±ǫ i ± ǫ j , where j ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i}. Let ∆ = Γ − ∆, so that ∆ contains precisely the four-dimensional spaces corresponding to ±ǫ k ± ǫ l with k, l = i. Now compute the centralizer A in L 0 of all spaces in ∆. Then A coincides with X ±γ , γ ∨ ⊗ 1, h z F for the long root γ = 2ǫ i . Using a direct sum decomposition procedure we find the Lie subalgebra
The subalgebra A ′ is one of the type A 1 constituents of L 0 we are after. Thus, by repeating this procedure for each maximal coclique of Γ of size n − 1, we obtain a decomposition of L 0 into n subalgebras of type A 1 . We will denote by A the set of these n subalgebras.
Now we continue as in the B 2 sc case: For each element of A we use the procedure labelled [B 2 sc .2] to find suitable elements FX ±γ for X . For each four-dimensional space K ∈ F we then use distinct S 1 , S 2 ∈ A satisfying [K, S 1 ] = 0, [K, S 2 ] = 0 and these FX ±γ to execute a [B 2 sc .3] procedure. Thus, we find the part of the frame inside K.
If n = 3 splitting L 0 has to be done in a slightly different way, but as this is only a slight modification of the algorithm we will not go into details here. This completes the Chevalley frame finding in the case C n sc (2) . Its running time involves O(n 2 ) executions of parts of the algorithm of Section 3.5, which is however dominated by the time O ∼ (n 10 log(q)
We summarise the results of this section.
Proposition 6. Given L, H, R, the set Φ of roots of H on L, and the root spaces E, the Las Vegas procedure FindFrame finds a Chevalley frame. For F = F q , it runs in time O ∼ (n 10 log(q) 4 ).
Proof. As mentioned in Section 1.7 this procedure is trivial in all cases except those mentioned in Table 1 , and for each of the cases in Table 1 (q) ). However, we only carry out this procedure for Lie algebras of bounded dimension (the bound being 28, which occurs for type D 4 ) or compute the part of Der(L) that leaves invariant H and the corresponding decomposition into root spaces (which reduces the running time to O ∼ (n 8 log(q))). Therefore, the stated bound suffices.
Finally, according to Table 1 , Method [B 2 sc ] with unbounded n only occurs in the cases treated in Section 3.6, where the time analysis is already given.
Root Identification
In this section we clarify Step 3 of the ChevalleyBasis algorithm 1. The routine IdentifyRoots takes as input a Chevalley Lie algebra L, a split Cartan subalgebra H of L, the root datum R and the set of roots Φ = Φ(L, H), and the Chevalley frame X found in the previous step (Section 3). It returns a bijection ι : Φ → X so that, up to scaling, (X α ) α∈Φ will be the root element part of a Chevalley basis.
An important tool to make this identification are the Cartan integers α, β ∨ . Cartan integers may be computed using root chains; see, for instance, [4] .
Lemma 7. Let α, β ∈ Φ. Suppose p and q are the largest non-negative integers such that α − pβ ∈ Φ and α + qβ ∈ Φ. Then α, β
We may use this lemma by computing such a chain in the set of roots Φ corresponding to the Chevalley frame X = {FX α | α ∈ Φ}. However, as these roots are computed from the Lie algebra L over F itself, they live in the n-dimensional vector space F n rather than over Z n . A straightforward verification of cases for Chevalley Lie algebras arising from root systems of rank 2 shows that the chain can simply be computed in terms of the roots over F n , except if the characteristic is 2 or 3. So in the latter two cases, we a different method for computing α, β ∨ is needed.
is a Chevalley Lie algebra with respect to a root datum R = (X, Φ, Y, Φ ∨ ) over the field F of characteristic 2 or 3. Let H be the standard split Cartan subalgebra of L. Suppose furthermore that X α , X −α , X β , X −β are four vectors spanning root spaces corresponding to α, −α, β, −β ∈ Φ, respectively, and α = ±β.
If Φ is simply laced, then α, β ∨ = P − Q, where
If Φ is doubly laced and char(F) = 2, then α, β ∨ = P − Q, where
Proof. For any γ, γ ′ ∈ Φ, let p γ,γ ′ and q γ,γ ′ be the biggest non-negative integers such that γ − p γ,γ ′ γ ′ ∈ Φ and γ + q γ,γ ′ γ ′ ∈ Φ. Recall from (CB4) and [4] that, if
. If Φ is simply laced, the subsystem of Φ generated by ±α, ±β is of type A 1 A 1 or of type A 2 . Then α+β ∈ Φ implies α−β ∈ Φ, so N α,β = ±1. Similarly, N β,α = ±1. This means that, regardless of the characteristic, we can reconstruct p α,β and q α,β by the procedure described in the lemma, and thus compute α, β ∨ = p α,β − q α,β by Lemma 7.
If Φ is doubly laced and char(F) = 2, the subsystem of Φ generated by ±α, ±β is of type A 1 A 1 , A 2 , or B 2 . (Note that G 2 never occurs inside a bigger Lie algebra.) In the first two cases the previous argument applies, so assume ±α, ±β generate a subsystem of Φ of type B 2 . Similarly to the previous case, if α + β ∈ Φ then α − 2β ∈ Φ, so that N α,β , N β,α ∈ {±1, ±2}. In particular, since char(F) = 2, we find that both N α,β and N β,α are nonzero, so that we can reconstruct p α,β and q α,β by the procedure described in the theorem, and thus compute α, β ∨ = p α,β − q α,β by Lemma 7.
Lemma 9. Suppose that L is a Chevalley Lie algebra over F with respect to a root datum R = (X, Φ, Y, Φ ∨ ), H is a split Cartan subalgebra of L, and X α and X β are two root elements whose roots with respect to H are α and β for certain α, β ∈ Φ. Suppose, furthermore, that one of the following statements holds.
(1) char(F) ∈ {2, 3}, (2) Φ is simply laced, (3) Φ is doubly laced and char(F) = 2. Then α, β ∨ can be computed from the available data in O ∼ (n 10 log(q)) elementary operations.
Proof. Observe first of all that the case where α = β is easily caught, for example by computing dim( FX α , FX β F ). Obviously then α, β ∨ = 2. Moreover, we can distinguish the case where α = −β as follows. If char(F) = 2 we may simply test whether α = −β. If on the other hand char(F) = 2, we find the sets {{γ, −γ} | γ ∈ Φ + } as an auxiliary result of the algorithm FindFrames described in introduction of Section 3.1. If α = −β, then of course α, β ∨ = −2. So assume α = ±β. Now if (1) holds we compute α, β ∨ from the roots α and β using Lemma 7, as mentioned earlier.
Suppose, therefore, (2) or (3) holds. We can find FX −α and FX −β either simply by considering {γ | γ ∈ Φ} (if char(F) = 2) or as an auxiliary result of FindFrames (if char(F) = 2). This leaves us in a position where we may apply Lemma 8, and thus find α, β ∨ . Finally, the time needed does not exceed the time needed for standard linear algebra arithmetic for each pair of roots, that is, O ∼ (n 4 · n 6 log(q)).
The last lemma enables us to compute Cartan integers in many cases. For the cases not covered by Lemma 9 we proceed as follows to construct a direct identification ι.
• B n (2): The short root spaces generate an ideal, I say, of L found by the Meat-axe, and the root eigenspaces of H that do not lie in I belong to long roots. These root spaces generate a subalgebra of type D n . This Lie algebra is simply laced, so the root identification problem can be solved there. This identifies the long root spaces. Now, for i = 1, . . . , n, let the short root γ i be α i + α i+1 + · · ·+ α n and let α 0 = α 1 + 2α 2 + 2α 3 + · · · + 2α n be the (long) highest root. Observe then that [X α0 , X −γ1 ] = X γ2 and [X α0 , X −γ2 ] = X γ1 , and X −γ1 and X −γ2 are the only short root elements that do not commute with X α0 . This fact, together with the set of pairs {{γ, −γ} | γ ∈ Φ + } obtained in FindFrames, allows us to find X ±γ1 and X ±γ2 . Note that we have to execute this procedure at most twice, since there are only elements of X that could be identified with X −γ1 , and the other short root elements are fixed once X −γ1 is fixed.
The other short root elements may now simply be found by using relations such as [X γi , X −αi ] = X γi+1 .
• C n (2): The short root spaces generate an ideal of L of type D n , so we execute a similar procedure as in the previous case.
• F 4 (2): The short roots generate generate an ideal of L of dimension 26 which together with the Cartan subalgebra H gives a 28-dimensional subalgebra of type D 4 , allowing the same procedure as before.
• G 2 (3): Similarly to the previous cases, we use the fact that the short roots generate an ideal of L of type A 2 , which is again simply laced.
• G 2 (2): As described in Section 3.4, the manner in which the root spaces in L A correspond to those in L is completely determined. Therefore, we may use the roots identified in L A , which is simply laced, to identify the roots in L. These methods lead to the following conclusion.
Proposition 10. Given L over F, H, R = (X, Φ, Y, Φ ∨ ), the set Φ of roots of H on L, and a Chevalley frame X , the routine IdentifyRoots finds a bijection ι : Φ → X such that for all α, β ∈ Φ, α = ±β,
For F = F q , the routine needs O ∼ (n 10 log(q)) elementary operations.
Proof. Lemma 9 shows that in many cases we can compute Cartan integers. To this end, we need to compute α, β ∨ for all O(n 4 ) pairs of roots, and every computation of this type involves at most 6 multiplications in L, requiring a total of O ∼ (n 4+6 log(q)) elementary operations. Once these numbers are computed, it takes O(n 4 ) steps to select a set of simple roots and subsequently to complete the bijection between Φ and X . These last two steps use techniques similar to those described by De Graaf [9, Section 5.11]: the creation of a set of simple roots Π starts with taking an arbitrary root to be the first member of Π. We then iteratively pick a suitable additional simple root β having Cartan integer α, β ∨ ≤ 0 with the members α of Π. This proves that we can make the required bijection in O ∼ (n 10 log(q)) time for the cases covered by Lemma 9. For the remainder of the proof, we can restrict ourselves to the cases not covered by Lemma 9. Here the procedure described provides ι directly, so we only need prove the last assertion of the proposition. As G 2 (2) is directly reduced to a case already treated, it needs no further consideration. In each of the remaining cases, we need to compute a subalgebra or an ideal of L. Although this is hard in general, the fact that we have already found the Chevalley frame X and the fact that the subalgebra or ideal is a sum of elements from X imply that the computations take Table 3 . Algorithm 1 timings O ∼ (n 10 log(q)) elementary operations. A bijection ι ′ from the relevant subsystem of Φ to the subset of X of root spaces lying in the ideal may then be identified in time O ∼ (n 10 log(q)). Finally, extending ι ′ to the entirety of Φ is a straightforward task, requiring only standard linear algebra arithmetic in L.
This shows that we can make the required bijection in time stated for all cases.
Conclusion
As discussed in Section 1.7 the more difficult steps of Algorithm 1 are FindFrame and IdentifyRoots. In Sections 3 (Proposition 6) and 4 (Proposition 10) we established that these steps can be dealt with in time O ∼ (n 10 log(q) 4 ). This proves Theorem 1 for a given root datum.
We emphasize that this estimate is only asymptotic. Additionally, in Table 3 we present timings of Algorithm 1 for various root data and for four different fields: Q, GF(17), GF(3 3 ), and GF(2 6 ). The times given are in seconds, for the most timeconsuming root datum with the specified Lie type. Input for the algorithm were a Chevalley Lie algebra and its splitting Cartan subalgebra, to which a random basis transformation was applied, and the root datum. The timings were produced using Magma 2.15-5 on an Intel Core 2 Quad CPU running at 2.4 GHz with 8GB of memory available, although only one core and at most 2.7GB of memory were used.
As hinted at earlier, Algorithm 1 can easily be used to produce an algorithm that takes only L and H and produces the root datum R and a Chevalley basis. To see this, note first that, because H is given and the underlying algebraic group is assumed to be simple, we may use dim(H) = rk(R), the dimension of L, and the classification of simple Lie algebras to narrow down the root system to one or two possibilities (or three, but only if dim(L) = 78 and dim(H) = 6). Therefore, the number of possible root systems it at most 3.
Second, given a root system, the number of possible root data is small as well. If the root system is not of type A or D, the number of possible isogeny types is at most 2. If the root system is of type D the number of possible isogeny types is at most 5, as explained in Section 2. So suppose Φ is of type A n , and fix p = char(F). Note that the fundamental group is Z/(n + 1)Z. Since two root data for A n lead to isomorphic Lie algebras if both have the same exponent of p in [X : ZΦ], we need consider at most log p (n + 1) + 1 = O(log(n)) different isogeny types. Thus, in order to identify the correct root datum, we run Algorithm 1 a sufficiently small number of times for the polynomiality bound given in the theorem to remain intact. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
A problem hinted at, but not solved satisfactorily, is finding a split Cartan subalgebra of a Chevalley Lie algebra L if p = 2. Nevertheless, verifying that a given subalgebra is indeed a split Cartan subalgebra is easy. So our results are still useful, since one is often able to obtain such a subalgebra by other means, for example as part of the original problem. Moreover, experimental implementations of randomized algorithms for finding split Cartan subalgebras look promising. We intend to publish about these algorithms in forthcoming work.
A primary goal in writing the Chevalley basis algorithm is to use it for conjugacy questions in simple algebraic groups G or finite groups G(F q ) of rational points over F q . One of the complications in this application is the fact that the group Aut(L) may be much larger than G(F q ). For this purpose, a method is needed to write an arbitrary automorphism of L as a product of an element from G(F q ) and a particular coset representative of G(F q ) in Aut(L). Such a method is in [7] and is also used in [6] .
Once Algorithm 1 completes succesfully we have a certificate for a Lie algebra to be of type R: when presented with a candidate Chevalley basis X 0 , H 0 , we only need to carry out the straightforward and quick task of verifying that X 0 , H 0 is indeed a Chevalley basis for L with respect to H and R. In this way, our work also contributes to a recognition procedure for modular simple Lie algebras. Obviously, Algorithm 1 can be used for establishing an isomorphism between two Chevalley Lie algebras over the same field and of the same root datum.
